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Inquiry About God
 
Where are you?
	in temple or in body;
Who are you?
	an idol or an eternal soul;
How you look like?
	a stone or a light!
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Love-Unconditional And Conditional!
 
I was a failure offering unconditional love
to this conditional world;
Realized, acted, showed and gave
what I am getting from the others;
There started problems with raised angers
expecting the unconditional love;
Then I understood that I provided the opportunity
to everyone to take me for granted! !
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Mind, Soul, God And Religion
 
Is religion created
	for mind or for soul
Soul is eternal, without any boundaries;
Is prayer created
	for mind or for soul
Soul is eternal, requires nothing;
Is religion created
	to realize God or to live in dogma
Definitely to live in dogma
	not allowing anyone to realize God in themselves! !
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Presence Of God
 
Surrendered myself to YOU
		to save me from Evil
But you never came and helped me;
Prayed to punish the Evil
		but you didn't listen;
Asked to side me on battle
		but I was defeated by Evil;
Questioned where are you
		everyone showed the stone between four walls!
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Problem, Solution, Ignorance And Intelligence
 
The end of ignorance lies
At the beginning of the opening yourself
The beginning of the ignorance lies
At the beginning of the closing yourself
So my dear friend, solution to any problem starts
Only when you see the problem as a problem
Otherwise it will become just like a situation
Which will pass you on that particular day
Only to come with more strength on the second day	
So my dear friend, don't allow yourself to regret
When you are having something to act!
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